on the slope of the hill within the lower part of the
valley. Surrounded by trees and woodland, this
open space is important for the contrast and
lightness it brings to the valley, enhancing the
variety of views.

narrowness of the valley.
Gritstone steps have been added to improve access.
Chestnut paling has also been used as a temporary
means to make areas safe, whilst galvanised steel
railings provide more robust long-term solutions to
control access.
To the east of the brook are several fields described
in the Tithe awards as Belland - Bellon or Belland
was a common distemper in Derbyshire. This term
for lead-colic denotes that the ground had been
poisoned, presumably by spoil from lead smelting,
and was unsuitable for stock grazing. All of these
fields lie within the conservation area. By the mid
nineteenth century Lumsdale Farm had been built
on part of this land.
A complex of farm buildings that once served
Lumsdale House lies on the west side of the brook
and is sandwiched between several groups of mills.
At first glance the buildings appear to be part of the
same industrial landscape, as they are redundant
and part ruinous. However, on closer inspection,
the small stackyard reveals purpose-built eighteenth
and nineteenth century buildings; hay barn, stables,
estate worker’s accommodation, tack room & cart
shed. The group may have had some purpose
ancillary to the mills before Lumsdale House was
built (pictured below).

A glimpse across the Lumsdale valley from
footpath No. 37. This view overlooks the former
walled kitchen garden at Lumsdale House towards
the beech dominated section of the valley near the
Chimney & Sawmill

Mature trees, some ornamental varieties such as
yew, araucaria & cedar, surround Lumsdale House
and through the mill complexes, to the east of the
walled garden, there are many beech trees, which
appear to have been deliberately planted, creating a
heavy and dark environment.

On the west side of the Lumsdale valley, the former
walled garden to Lumsdale House is a strong
feature, creating an open space within the valley,
and particularly prominent in views from the
footpaths on the slopes to the west of the hillside.
The presence of two storey buildings within the
walled garden has started to remove the open
character of the area. From these western slopes
there are also views looking down onto the rear
roof slope of Lumsdale House, but this is the
only public view of the house, as it is well hidden
behind tall boundary walls, within its private
grounds. There is a paddock below Beech House,

A combination of shortage of space and lack of any
planned development has created a haphazard and
picturesque character to the valley. In approaching
Lumsdale from the south, the group of buildings at
the site of the Lower Mill are stepped in rows,
sandwiched together along the contours, creating a
picturesque staggered edge to the road. The farm
group which once served Lumsdale House exhibits
a planned form, with buildings surrounding a
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courtyard. However, the barn melds into the
landscape alongside the brook; it is so enshrouded
with ivy that it almost disappears from view.
On the far west side of the conservation area,
Asker Lane runs into the residential area of Matlock
but a short section, lying just within the
conservation area, retains a picturesque cluster of
houses dating from the late eighteenth & early
nineteenth century. There is a small paddock
surviving to the west of Asker Lane, to the north of
this groups, which is an important open space. It
lies in a dished section of the valley and provides a
foil with the row of semi-detached cottages to the
north, Lumsdale Terrace, and with the group of
buildings on Asker Lane. The open space
reinforces the sense that this area was separate and
historically isolated from Matlock.

The Wishing Stone
Negative Factors
•

Two of the largest millponds have become
silted up, with a loss of special character

•

The industrial buildings are ruinous and
many are in a poor condition and vulnerable
to progressive deterioration

•

The privately owned farm buildings which
once served Lumsdale House are in a poor
condition. Holes in the roof are leading to
rapid deterioration

•

A number of boundary walls have been part
demolished to create off-road car parking
spaces. The interruption to the continuous
boundary walls lining the lanes and loss of
enclosure have weakened the character of
the area

•

Modern bungalows and several detached
houses are out of place and have weakened
the rural character of the conservation area

Above & below - important views on Asker Lane

To the south of Asker Lane, to one side of a public
footpath, stands a gritstone boulder known as the
Wishing Stone. According to tradition, those who
walk round the stone three times and leave a coin
or two on it may have their wishes granted. Once
known as the Block Stone, it was given a romantic
name when the Matlock Hydros were a major
visitor attraction. It once stood on its own as a local
landmark but the trees and footpath are quite
recent and it no longer has that landmark presence.

Boundary walls have been removed to create offstreet car parking. The loss of walls is detrimental
to the character of the conservation area
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Area 2 – The A615 & the valley to its north
This area comprises the large textile mills and
watercourses running through the valley that
stretches between Tansley and Matlock, the
corn mill at Bailey’s Mill, the bleaching site at
Farnsworth’s Bleachworks and the houses that
line the north side of the A615.
From the A615 the views open out to the north
across the immediate fields, which follow a steep
incline down to the watercourses. From this road
there are long views to the wooded high ground
comprising the northern part of the conservation
area at Upper Lumsdale and beyond the
conservation area to the north. The first separate
belt of trees crowns the intermediate ridge to the
east of Tansley Wood House and forms a
prominent natural landmark. Its historic name of
Coppy Wood (1855 Tansley Enclosure award) may
indicate a broadleaved woodland used for coppiced
trees. By the early 19th century it had a formalised
path or ride around the perimeter of the wood and
was in the ownership of Tansley Wood House.
The furthest & highest plantation crowning the hill
at Bentleybrook quarries is planted with conifers.

Above & below - within Lumsdale ruinous historic
buildings are deteriorating at the former mill sites &
the former farm complex

View from the A615 looking north with “Coppy
Wood” on the crown of the hill, to the left. The
trees in the valley bottom follow the course of the
Knabhall Brook

From the A615 there are occasional glimpses of
Tansley Wood House through the trees and the
cottages above at Lumsdale Farm. The hay
meadows in the foreground, running along the
northern edge of the A615, contrast with the largely
wooded backdrop forming a corridor along the
route of the Knabhall Brook. The steep slope
limited the potential for any cultivation and is a foil
to the dense tree-cover in the valley below.
The land to the south of “Coppy Wood” is largely
open meadow with a semi-parkland character,
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serving Tansley Wood House. It was known as The
Lawn for many years in the nineteenth century, a
name commonly given to the parkland setting of a
large country house. By 1840 field boundaries had
been removed to create a more open character. The
large parkland trees were planted as a formalised
setting to the house but they have gradually
disappeared over time and there are now only a
handful of trees left.

Above - view along footpath No. 11 towards
parkland trees near Tansley Wood House
Below - view of weir & sluice within beech
woodland, near Scholes Mill

The lower mill pond at Tansley

In contrast, the ponds are large and impressive, and
the dam walls are also substantial and major
features but not very visible. The dam wall to the
upper pond is built from coursed gritstone, in
stepped single courses and heavily buttressed. The
lower pond has no sign of coursed stonework. The
massive earth mound is partially obscured by a long
concrete block wall, which follows the northern
edge of Footpath No. 11. To the east, the dam wall
above Speedwell Mill is stepped in double courses
of gritstone, forming a shallow curve. All around
the millponds, the woodland has encroached and
has naturalised around the perimeter. In the case of
the two millponds that are still maintained, this
creates idyllic views and dramatic reflections in the
water.

A public footpath (No.11) runs roughly east-west
through the parkland along the boundary of the
mill site. From here there are occasional glimpses
into the mill complex. The area has a quiet rural
character, far from the road network, and the views
are largely contained to the immediate valley; the
fields rising to the north, contained by the crest of
the hill, and the wooded corridor of the Knabhall
Brook to the south. Field boundaries are crossed by
stiles of paired gritstone stoops. The public
footpath leads into woodland, dominated by beech
trees, and then diverts into two paths; footpath No.
12 leads north alongside the watercourses and
crosses the brook in a footbridge or “packhorse”
bridge. The narrow paths and bridges in this area
reflect the intimate, small scale of the early road &
communication network.

In this eastern part of the valley Scholes Mill is the
most dramatic building. It is a substantial block and
the most complete mill building. There are good
views of it from the south, descending the Old
Coach Road. The mill never had the diversity of
buildings that surround and enclose Tansley Wood
Mills. Speedwell Mill, to its east, is smaller and
doesn’t command the presence of its neighbour
because it is located above the valley floor and its
presence is partially hidden by native trees and by a
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the high point of Smuse Lane the remnant of an
old stone setted pavement with gritstone kerbs can
still be found. At the bottom of Smuse Lane the
three-storey terrace of combined mill-workers
cottages & warehouse is a distinctive building. The
range of buildings surrounding this and the Tansley
Wood Mills complex incorporate a variety of
forms, spans, widths and shapes, united by the use
of gritstone.

screen of leylandii. It is more of a surprise, when it
is viewed from close quarters, as it retains its
impressive aqueduct.

The south-eastern edge of the character area
contains a number of large industrial buildings,
which lie on either side of the Old Coach Road.
The old character of this road has been altered with
the widening of access roads into the Industrial
Estate. The narrow, straight alignment of this road
is picked up adjacent to Speedwell Mill, where the
character is more enclosed & interesting.

Scholes Mill

The mammoth modern blocks within the southern
part of Brookfields Industrial Estate are
uncharacteristic of the small scale buildings along
this southern perimeter of the conservation area.

Along the A615 there are several houses which
front Alfreton Road, between Smuse Lane & the
Old Coach Road. With the exception of Yewtree
Farm, they are generally small domestic buildings,
semi-detached or attached, incorporating squared
jambs. A continuous gritstone wall running along
the pavement at a regular height defines the
perimeter of the conservation area. In places, more
regular, dressed, half-round stone copings and
pedestrian gateways with stone gateposts indicate
formal garden frontages to houses facing Alfreton
Road.

The entrance to the conservation area at Matlock is
marked by a prominent row of beech trees lining
the north side of the road just to the east of Bentley
Cottage, which lies below road level.
All along the length of the A615 there are long
panoramic views across the conservation area, with
occasional glimpses of a few of the larger houses.
The mills are largely unseen, with the exception of
Bailey’s Mill, which dominates the valley. Bailey’s
Mill occupies a large footprint and the complex
incorporates some very tall 4½-storey mill
buildings. A public footpath runs over a small
bridge to the south of St. Andrew’s House and
there are interesting views over the bridge parapet
& glimpsed through the garden gate into the
complex.

The narrow winding route of Smuse Lane retains
its historic character - long sections without kerbs
coupled with grassy verges & trees overhanging the
road reinforce the rural character of the area. At

View of Bailey’s Mill from the A615
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